THE ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST DESIGN SHOW LAUDS DESIGN IN ALL FORMS:
SOURCE, SHOP AND SEE AT THE 2019 SHOW
March 21–24, 2019 Piers 92 & 94 NYC
New York (March 13, 2019) – The Architectural Digest Design Show, held from March 21–24 at Piers 92
& 94 in New York City, is a four-day design destination brimming with special events and extraordinary,
highly-curated finds from over 400 brands in the luxury residential and hospitality worlds. Organized by
sections, including FURNISH, REFRESH, MADE and SHOPS as well as special features including the
AD Apartment and DIFFA’s DINING BY DESIGN, it is one of the only global design trade shows that
offers designers and consumers alike access to a world where they can source, shop and see the latest
the design world has to offer.
SOURCE:
The Architectural Digest Design Show has always been a place for designers to unearth new and
intriguing brands and build up a large repertoire of relationships within the luxury interiors world. The
show offers exclusive brand face-time, quality craftsmanship, and customization all at designers’
fingertips. For consumers, it is a small glimpse into the world of interiors—and how designers source the
unique, one-of-a-kind objects and furnishings that grace their homes.
With simply a smartphone and the Miele@mobile app, users can activate Miele’s CM7 Countertop Coffee
System and start their preferred program brew from anywhere, order more beans and detergents, and
check the maintenance status and available software updates all at once (Booth 255). Signature Kitchen
TM
Suite is launching its integrated column wine refrigerator series, complete with a new True Sommelier
App that helps wine collectors manage their personal collections. Powered by Wine Ring’s patented
machine learning, this mobile app is the first smart software that learns preferences and makes wine
recommendations, including food and wine pairings, based on the wines stored in the user’s cellar (Booth
293). For a pop of color in the kitchen, True Residential is launching its undercounter and full-sized
refrigeration units in a vibrant Emerald hue (Booth 369). Brizo is unveiling the first-of-its-kind Vettis
Concrete, WaterSense-labeled faucet. A single-handle faucet handcrafted by sculptor Christopher
Shannon from fiber-reinforced concrete with a titrated infusion of pure charcoal will be available in a
limited-edition of 500 (Booth 241). In furnishings, KGBL’s signature chic design tableau will include the
customizable Lennox Bench this year. Designed for comfort, twin stacked cushions—one in an orange
hued velvet and the other in Clementine Orange leather—are belted over walnut legs for one incredibly
tailored look (Booth 101). Peter Harrison’s Oahu is a dynamic table composed of square pieces of dyed
black Sapele and industrial aluminum brackets that support a 60”-diameter tempered glass top. The most
interesting aspect of the design is how it changes as one circles the piece (Booth 436). Woven
Concepts’ UnTitledCollection, specifically the UnAssuming rug in Chianti, Peach, and Coral, recalls
Japanese Shodo calligraphy and is designed by artist and founder of Design Milk, Jaime Derringer (Booth
221).
SHOP:
From custom orders to a cash-and-carry boutique of lighting, décor, gifts, tabletop accessories, objets
d’art, and more, the show offers attendees opportunities to purchase the latest in design right from the

show. The ever-growing SHOPS section features a wide array of items available for immediate purchase.
The Roseland Sconce from Nebraska-based lighting company Pax Lighting is inspired by the collars or
discs that surround candleholders. The solid brass construction, exposed bulb with a dimmer, and the
glazed terracotta offers an undeniably elegant aesthetic (M820). Franca, a multicultural design studio
based in Brooklyn, will be offering a part of their gorgeous collection of bottles, planters, dinnerware and
more (S103). Snowe, a home shop that believes in thoughtful design will offer luxurious dinnerware—
including Limoges Porcelain sets—gorgeous, user-friendly glassware, and soft-to-the-touch linens made
in Italy and Portugal (S105). SAVED will offer throws, pillows, and blankets all handcrafted in Mongolia
from fine, sustainably sourced Mongolian Yak Down, cashmere, and camel hair from Brooklyn-based
designer and founder, Sean McNanney (S305). Nate Cotterman’s Aquila Series of lighting is designed
as a modular unit that can grow into larger installations featuring multiple fixtures to create one incredible
illuminating experience (M702).
SEE:
This year’s show includes inspiring installations, special features, exhibitor events, culinary
demonstrations, and more happening every day throughout the show floor. Highlights include:
EXHIBITOR EVENTS
Offering visitors a chance to interact and engage directly with leading designers, artists and brands, the
show is full of in-booth hospitality moments and special events. Designer Alexa Hampton will be on hand
at The Shade Store (Booth 801) to celebrate the launch of their collaborative new collection (Thursday,
11:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m). Famed British designer and artist David Harber (Booth 404) will host a series of
talks throughout the show including Royal Commissions: Heritage Unveiled at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday.
James Briscione, executive chef, two-time Chopped champion, and author of The Flavor Matrix cookbook
will be offering live cooking demos on the new Luxury HEARTH pizza oven from GE Monogram
(Thursday & Friday, 12:00 p.m. and 3:15 p.m. at Booth 263). Textile Designer Stevie Howell and Dada
Daily will collaborate to host a special tasting of healthy snacks and superfoods (Saturday, 4:00–6:00
p.m. at Booth 137).
THE AD APARTMENT
The now iconic AD Apartment will be transformed by New York-based interior designer Sasha Bikoff to
the theme of an “uptown girl living in a downtown world” spirit. Highlights include a host of visionary décor
meant to spark every sense. In the kitchen, you'll find professional-grade home appliances by Gaggenau,
state-of-the-art surfaces from Dekton by Cosentino, and Art Deco-inspired cabinetry by Danish design
company Reform. Throughout the apartment, you’ll also see a stellar lineup of products and brands,
including Brizo®, Calligaris, Clementine
Studio, Dyson, Emtek, Lenox, Livex
Lighting, Lumber
Liquidators, Mayflower Wallpaper, ShimmerScreen®, Supreme Furniture Services, and Tuft &
Needle. The AD Apartment is home to exciting events, including Champagne toasts with
Bikoff, AD editors and AD Editor in Chief Amy Astley; baking demos from Gaggenau; a designer book
signing with Jeffrey Bilhuber; and a Colavita® Olive Oil Dessert Tasting. Visit addesignshow.com for a
complete schedule.
AT HOME WITH AD
An ultra-comfortable lounge located at the back of REFRESH, At Home with AD is a collaboration
between The Home Depot and AD editors, inspired by the latest design trends from the Home Decorators
Collection. Designed to offer attendees a serene reprieve, the space is also home to Butterfield Market
and B Bar for food and beverage offerings. The space will also feature a series of special events for
attendees including complimentary coffee (Friday, 10:00–11:00 a.m.); cocktails and mocktails with
lifestyle influencers Christina and Robert of New Darlings (Saturday, 3:30–4:30 p.m.); and decadent
treats with lifestyle blogger Will Taylor of Bright Bazaar (Sunday, 2:00–3:00 p.m.).
AD PRO
Celebrate the soon-to-be-launched, AD PRO, Architectural Digest’s members-only platform featuring
exclusive news, trade tools, services and special events created specifically for design industry
professionals. A subscription-based platform, AD PRO’s private members will have unlimited access to daily,

real-time content created by AD editors, industry insiders, and next-gen design stars. Dacor, a leading

American luxury home appliance brand, will be the founding sponsor and early sign-up is available to AD
Design Show attendees.
Click here for a complete schedule of events.
General Admission tickets Friday through Sunday are available for $32 online or $45 at the door. VIP
Consumer tickets on Thursday are available for $95. Admission is complimentary to the design trade with
two forms of business credentials via online pre-registration. To purchase tickets, visit
ADDesignShow.com. A portion of the proceeds from all ticket sales benefits Design Industries
Foundation Fighting AIDS (DIFFA). To learn more about DIFFA, visit DIFFA.org.
About the Architectural Digest Design Show
The 18th annual Architectural Digest Design Show, held from March 21–24 at Piers 92 & 94 in New York
City, showcases the best in the design and luxury market. The four-day fair features more than 400
premium brands and covers a range of categories, including: accessories, appliances, art, beds, building
products, carpets & rugs, children’s furniture, closet systems, connected home, design services,
electronics, fireplaces, flooring, furniture, hardware, lighting, metalwork & stairs, outdoor furnishings,
paint, prefab homes, safes, spas, stone & tile, tabletop, wall coverings, windows & doors, and window
treatments. From product launches to special events to panel discussions with top design leaders on a
variety of topics, the show is a must-attend for the industry’s professionals and discerning consumers.
The Architectural Digest Design Show is produced by The Mart, a Vornado Property and hosted by
Architectural Digest. For more about the show, visit ADDesignShow.com.
About Architectural Digest
Architectural Digest (AD) is the international authority on design and architecture. AD provides exclusive
access to the world’s most beautiful homes and the fascinating people who live in them, bringing its
audience a wealth of information on architecture and interior design, art and antiques, travel destinations,
and extraordinary products; its AD100 list of top architects and designers is one of the industry’s most
relied-upon indexes of talent. AD's digital channel, AD PRO, features authoritative, opinionated coverage
and breaking news for design-world insiders, and vertical Clever, takes on the unique challenges of
designing a smaller space; offering design advice for real life. Every day AD inspires millions of affluent
readers to redesign and refresh their lives through a multiplatform presence that includes print and digital
editions, social media, signature events, and the brand’s website, archdigest.com.
About DIFFA
DIFFA Design Industries Foundation Fighting AIDS raises awareness and grants funds to organizations
that fight HIV/AIDS by providing treatment and direct-care services for people living with or impacted by
the disease, offering preventative education programs targeted to populations at risk of infection, or
supporting public policy initiatives. DIFFA is one of the largest funders of HIV/AIDS service and education
programs in the U.S., mobilizing the immense resources and creativity of the design community. Since its
founding in 1984, DIFFA has emerged from a grassroots organization into a national foundation based in
New York City with chapters and community partners across the country that working together provided
more than $42 million to hundreds of HIV/AIDS organizations nationwide. To learn more, visit diffa.org.
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